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Welcome to the April edition of What’s Out. The Big 
story this month is our annual Big Art Sale coming up 
soon - be sure to mark your calendars for this very 
popular event and a great chance to buy local art 
whatever your budget!  We have our usual  range 
of different articles this month from learning how 
to become your own Barista with hands on training 
to reading about the Olympic Torch and Olympic 
excitement gearing up here in Ethiopia! There are also 
articles on Art, Books for Children monthly recipe and 
Cycling here in Addis.

We wish all our readers a good month ahead.
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THE BIG 
ART SALE

T         
he Big Art Sale, now in its 19th 
year, has become the most eagerly 
anticipated event for art lovers 
and artists alike. It is regularly 
attended by more than 5000 
people over the weekend. The “Big 
Art Sale” is one of the single most 
important What’s Out Addis events 

in partnership with Hilton Addis Ababa. It will take 
place in a large, airy pavilion at the Hilton Addis 
Ababa on Saturday, April 13 and Sunday, April
14, 2024, from 10 am to 4 pm.

Over 250 talented, local artists will display a 
variety of their original work, plus prints, which 
will also be for sale. This is also a chance to meet 
the artists.

A shaded area will be set up under the trees 
where food and drinks will be served. Young art 
lovers and budding artists, accompanying their 
parents, can be engaged in the Kids’ Corner.

As well as providing an opportunity for artists 
to sell their work, the event will also raise funds 
for charity.

Whether you’re a seasoned art collector or just 
starting out, there is something for everyone at 
the Big Art Sale. Bring your friends and family to 
enjoy the vibrant atmosphere while browsing a 
mesmerizing collection of artworks.

Join us for this amazing chance to acquire a piece 
of original artwork that touches you.

What’s Out! Addis, in partnership
with Hilton Addis Ababa, presents:
“The Big Art Sale 2024”
The biggest art event of the year

For more information contact:
info@whatsoutaddis.com

A DAY OF ART, FOOD AND FUN!
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S
et to make history in the Ethiopian 
music industry, Rophnan Nuri, 
the visionary electronic dance 
music expert, has announced 
the simultaneous release of two 
albums. Titled “Harambe” and “Nor”, 
these albums mark Rophnan’s third 
and fourth studio albums, following 

the success of his previous works, “Yene Twold” 
and “Netesebraq”. His upcoming releases promise 
to be a sonic journey that transcends cultural and 
musical boundaries.

One of the most exciting aspects of Rophnan’s 
upcoming albums is the inclusion of internationally 
renowned artists featuring a collaboration with 
the Jamaican reggae sensation, Chronixx. This 
adds a global dimension to the albums and is 
expected to captivate audiences both in Ethiopia 
and beyond. The albums will be available on all 
major digital music distribution platforms, 
ensuring that fans worldwide can easily access and 
enjoy the groundbreaking music created by this 
Ethiopian trailblazer.

Rophnan was born and raised in Addis Ababa, 
the ninth child of 10 children in his family. When he 
was just 10 years old, Rophnan started recording 
tapes in his classroom; singing and improvising 
drums to entertain his friends. His music style 
uniquely merges traditional Ethiopian instruments 
with contemporary electronic music. At 16 years 
old, Rophnan released his first mixtape which 
introduced him to the Ethiopian club scene. 

Sources: Wikipedia and addisinsight.net/rophnan-
nuri-to-break-ground-with-dual-album-release-
a-milestone-in-ethiopian-music/

REDEFINING THE 
LANDSCAPE OF 
ETHIOPIAN MUSIC.

MUSIC

ROPHNAN 
NURI 
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BECOME YOUR 
OWN BARISTA: 
INTRODUCING 
BARISTA SKILLS 
101 #2
Yonas Seifu (co-founder and head barista of 
popular cafe Enitewawek Cafe) has a career 
spanning more than 15 years of working as 
a Barista exclusively within the hospitality 
industry.  He has also provided barista training 
to international organisations here in Addis.  He 
also worked for seven years as a barista and cafe 
manager for a busy central cafe in downtown 
Auckland in New Zealand!  

Yonas, who speaks both Amharic and English, 
is now offering small, unique classes (up to 5 
students) on how to become your own Barista, 
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BARISTA 
SKILLS 

and in both languages! This is definitely the 
class to take if you seek to master the art of 
coffee making in your own home and be able 
to wow your guests! It is also an ideal class for 
those individuals seeking employment in the 
hospitality industry especially as upon completion 
and attendance of all classes, you will graduate 
with a certificate.

Classes are weekly and run for 4 weeks. Modules 
taught cover an overview and introduction to 
coffee, learning about coffee machines and 
brewing, understanding the use of milk, and of 
course tasting and practicing coffee extraction! 
The concluding class will allow you to use your 
newly acquired skills and finesse at making the 
perfect cup of coffee! 

The next round of classes starts on the 7th of April 
and runs for 4 Sundays/weeks 7th, 14th, 21st and 
28th (3:45-5:45 / 2 hours each session).

Contact Yonas for more info on the next Barisa 
training classes:
0963 812959 or yonas232007@gmail.com 
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RECIPE

This homemade labneh is the perfect addition 
to a mezze board. It’s a tangy, Mediterranean 
yogurt cheese made with only two 
simple ingredients!

SERVINGS: 8 

COURSE: Appetizers, Condiments, Dips
PREP TIME: 5 minutes
TOTAL TIME: 2 days 

INGREDIENTS
- 32 ounces whole milk yogurt
- ⅛ teaspoon salt
- Za’tar for serving
- Extra virgin olive oil for serving

INSTRUCTIONS
- Line a fine strainer with a thick cheesecloth 
and set over a bowl.
- Place the yogurt into the cheesecloth 
carefully and sprinkle it with salt. Stir to 
incorporate. Tie the cheesecloth on the top to 
prevent any air from entering the yogurt.
- Set aside the yogurt in the cheesecloth-lined 
strainer on the counter or in the refrigerator 
for 24-72 hours, depending on your 
desired thickness.
- Remove the strained labneh from the 
cheesecloth, and transfer it to a serving dish or 
bowl. Use the back of a spoon to make a swirly 
pattern on top of the labneh.

EQUIPMENT
- Fine mesh sieve/strainer
- Mixing bowls

NOTES
Storage: You can store homemade labneh in 
an airtight container in the refrigerator for 
up to 2 weeks.
Substitutes: For best results, follow the recipe 
as is. However, feel free to use Greek yogurt 
instead of whole milk yogurt if you’d prefer.

HOMEMADE 
LABNEH
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MEMOIRS OF 
A DOCTOR IN 
EAST AFRICA 
BY JOHN 
TOMLINSON
Moved by the devastating media coverage of 
the humanitarian crisis in Ethiopia in 1985, John 
Tomlinson packed his bags to volunteer for the 
Save the Children Fund. However, faced with 
diminishing supplies, poorly trained staff and 
murmurs of civil unrest, the enormity of the task 
soon became clear. 

Noises After Dark offers first-hand experiences 
of historical events, and pays tribute to the 
unsung heroes working in conflict zones back 
then and today.  John’s memoir reveals the 
truth, both good and bad, behind the news 
stories and ultimately how his time there led 
to his realisation that health is not only about 
health care. Now, he plans to raise money and 
awareness for Save the Children charity, through 
his memoir Noises After Dark.

John: “I went to Liverpool Medical School, which 
also has a Tropical School of Medicine, and I had 
already developed an interest in this area of 
medicine. The real impact was when I saw TV 
scenes of the humanitarian crisis in Ethiopia. The 
shocking and tragic scenes of the biblical famine 
in Ethiopia were like nothing that we had ever 
seen before. The scenes gripped everyone. On a 
personal note, the report haunted me for days 
after. At that time, I was still a junior doctor going 
through training, but I decided that I could do 
more than just donate and, as a doctor, I could 
actually volunteer and contribute in some way. So, 
I volunteered with Save the Children Fund who 
were very active in East Africa at that time.”

Sources: Amazon and https://leftlion.co.uk/
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IBBY - 
PROMOTING 
A READING 
CULTURE FOR 
ETHIOPIAN 
CHILDREN
IBBY (The International Board on Books for Young 
People) is a non-profit organization committed to 
bringing books and children together. IBBY Ethiopia 
is a new chapter.   

Recent nationwide literacy tests throughout 
Ethiopia revealed how few students are learning 
to read well in any language. There is a lack of 
sufficient quality, culturally appropriate children 
and youth books in the local (70-90) languages. 

Ethiopia has a growing population of 120 million 
and a long history of oral storytelling but there 
are limitations on children’s book publishing given 
economic and other challenges.  Sharing quality 
books from Ethiopia would benefit both the 
children of Ethiopia as well as the children of 
the world.

13



Ethiopia has definitely made great strides 
toward educational goals in recent years but still 
struggles with adequate teacher training and 
getting materials into the hands of students. 

Current Ethiopia IBBY leaders include Yoseph 
Ayelew, who is an author, leads local printing and 
distribution and has been a long-time literacy 
advocate.  Alex Regassa is an illustrator who also 
teaches art classes for kids at local schools. 

IBBY is also working with a number of other 
authors, translators, illustrators and organizations 
supporting libraries, literacy and education 
in different parts of Ethiopia.  IBBY Ethiopia’s 
Mission is to support creating a reading and 
writing culture in Ethiopia, promote Ethiopian 
children’s and youth literature in Ethiopia and 
internationally, and assist in developing reading 
projects to increase Ethiopian children and youth’s 
access to quality books and develop a 
love of reading. 

SOURCE: www.ohbd-rsgbooks.com/ibby-
ethiopia/
Yoseph Ayelew: yosephopenheartbigdreams@
gmail.com
Alex Regassa: regassaa52@gmail.com
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The distinct heritage house that remained 
standing while everything around it was being 
demolished (to make way for Friendship Park, 
phase 02,  opposite the Abrehot Library) definitely 
picqued peoples interest. So it was great to learn 
that the house was transformed into Yimtubezina 
Museum and Cultural Center (YZ), a unique 
collection of cultural objects and devoted to 
creating a living, interactive learning experience 
through events and exhibitions. 

YZ  is an independent, private museum and 
historical entity. This former residence of Woz. 
Yimtubezinash Habte was constructed in 1892 
E.C., by Indian architects and reflects significant 
architectural, societal, and historical values, 
combining Ethiopian and Indian traditional 
architecture from that period. Despite the fact 
that the house was built during an dominant 
patriarchal period, where women’s independence 
and power were both undervalued, this house 
was built by a strong and determined woman, 
Yimtubezinash Habte and is just one of only ten 
houses registered as heritage sites bearing a 
woman’s name. 

THE ETHIOPIAN 
HERITAGE 
MUSEUM IN 
THE PARK
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The residence passed down through five 
generations and there were periods of threats 
of demolition until it was officially established as 
Yimtubezina Museum and Cultural Center. 

YZ has exhibitions on a rotating basis, each 
lasting 1-4 months. The first temporary 
exhibition was “Horsemanship in Ethiopia”.  
“From Culture to Creativity” is the  fascinating 
and beautifully curated current exhibition 
focusing on a century of Ethiopian Jewelry; 
Tradition, Changes and Continuity.

Be sure to visit this charming museum on your 
next visit to the Park and  learn  more about 
its history and background on the links below. 
There’s also a small gift shop and cafe on site.

Call +251912964002 
(Abel Assefa is the dedicated Director and 
Chief Curator)
Email: info@yzmuseum.org
Follow yz on social media @yzmuseum
Museum No: +251912370058                     
http://www.yzmuseum.org/
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DESIGN

As most of us have spent the last month fasting, 
for both Muslims observing Ramadan and 
Christians observing Lent, let’s take a moment to 
explore how culture and religion shape the very 
spaces that we  inhabit. Interior design isn’t just 
about picking furniture and paint colors – it’s a 
reflection of who we are and what we believe. 

Do you ever notice how Indian culture fills spaces 
with vibrant colors and intricate patterns? It’s 
like bringing a bustling market or a colorful 
festival right into our homes. From detailed 
woodwork to mesmerizing textiles, Indian 
influence adds a burst of energy and warmth 
to any room. 

Then there is the French touch. The French are 
all about detail. Think about antique furniture 
and delicate embellishments that whisper tales 
of history and imbue elegance. Every time you 
walk through those French-inspired doors, it’s 
like stepping into a cozy Parisian café or entering 
a grand chateau. On the other side of the world, 
Japanese design brings a sense of calm and 
simplicity. Minimalism is the name of the game 
here. With clean lines, natural materials and just 
the right amount of Zen, it is all about creating 
a space that’s free from clutter and chaos; a 
peaceful sanctuary in the midst of our busy lives. 

Lets not forget  Mediterranean culture that 
spans many countries and  multiple cultures. 
With its rustic charm and earthy tones, 
Mediterranean design brings the 
outdoors inside. 

With globalization and increasing 
interconnectedness, are we at risk of losing the 
rich tapestry of cultural influences that make 
each place unique? It’s a question worth asking 
ourselves, as we continue to navigate this ever-
changing world!

By Nujuma Ibrahim
inujuma@gmail.com

EXPLORING THE 
INTERSECTION 
OF CULTURE 
AND INTERIOR 
DESIGN 
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INTERIOR DESIGN 
isn’t just about picking furniture and 
paint colors – it’s a reflection of who 
we are and what we believe. 
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Polar Plus Excellence Hub offers effective 
and contextualized professional Business and 
Development solutions to small, medium, and 
large-scale business organizations, government 
institutions, civil societies, international 
organizations, and individuals. 

Polar Plus Excellence Hub also provides Research 
and Consultancy services to generate solutions 
or policy ideas in business, management, and 
development-related fields and offers training 
to improve trainees’ knowledge, skills, and 
professional attitudes that enhance employee 
performance and boost organizational 
productivity, plus provides training services on 
organizational systems and procedures that will 
bring organizational effectiveness and efficacy. 

Polar Plus Excellence Hub always selects and 
recruits the best professionals on behalf of clients, 
organizes professional events and provides 
general marketing services to clients across 
multiple industries.

Tel: +251 996 454545, +251 992 424242
Email: info@polarplus.et
Website: www.polarplus.et
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POLAR PLUS 
EXCELLENCE 
HUB: PROFILE

BUSINESS MUSIC
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Artist Tesfaye Urgessa has been selected to 
represent Ethiopia at the 2024 Venice Biennale, 
the first time that Ethiopia will be participating 
with a national pavilion at the event. 

The 60th International Art Exhibition will take 
place from Saturday 20 April to Sunday 24 
November, 2024 at the 13th-century 
Palazzo Bolani.

In recent years, Tesfaye has gained international 
recognition including presenting, “Tesfaye Urgessa 
in Miami” with Saatchi Yates in 2022 for Miami Art 
Week, and “No Country for Young Men” in 2019 for 
Addis Fine Art in Addis Ababa, among others. 

ETHIOPIAN 
ARTIST 
TESFAYE 
URGESSA 
TO REPRESENT ETHIOPIA 
AT VENICE BIENNALE.

ART
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The Venice exhibition will adopt the theme, 
“Stranieri Ovunque – Foreigners Everywhere”. 
Other nations such as Benin, Egypt, France, 
Great Britain, Nigeria, Netherlands, Portugal, 
South Africa, and Tanzania have already 
announced their intention to showcase African 
and diasporic perspectives.

Born in 1983, Tesfaye Urgessa is known for his 
paintings that depict human bodies in the center 
of domestic scenes. His subjects, often stoic and 
muscular, staring the viewer directly in the eye, 
are exposed and vulnerable.  Balancing gestural 
form with a sharp color palette, his paintings 
reflect his personal experience with racism once 
he moved from Ethiopia to Germany. 

The selection of Tesfaye to represent Ethiopia 
at the Venice Biennale is a significant stride for 
Ethiopia in the global art scene. After earning 
his degree from the Ale School of Fine Art and 
Design in Addis Ababa in 2002, Tesfaye took his 
talents to Germany in 2009, where he enrolled in 
the Master’s program at the Staatliche Akademie 
der Bildenden Künste Stuttgart. Later, he 
returned home and currently lives and works 
in Addis Ababa.

Sources: www.artsy.net/ and www.
artnewsafrica.com/
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CHEWATACON 
HONOURS 
CRITICAL MASS 
CO-FOUNDER 
MAREN AHLERS  
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Representing all cyclists in Addis Ababa, Egre 
Menged እግረ መንገድ’s Co-founder Maren Ahlers 
received Chewatacon’s recognition for ‘The Best 
Emerging Engaging Experience of the Year’ for 
Critical Mass Addis Ababa’, a popular monthly 
community mass bicycle ride. 

Maren grew up in Münster, Germany, known as 
the ‘bicycle capital’ of Germany. She never used 
anything other than a bicycle to go to university, 
the grocery shop, or to visit friends. 

When she moved to Addis Ababa, she missed the 
freedom and ease of riding a bicycle, especially 
while stuck in the city’s traffic jams. As Co-Founder 

A POPULAR MONTHLY 
COMMUNITY MASS
BIKE RIDE

AWARD
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and Executive Director of Egre Menged Impact, she 
can now spread the convenience of riding a bicycle 
in Ethiopian society. 

Co-Founder, Ephrem Bekele Woldeyesus, grew up in 
Dire Dawa, where cycling was very popular because 
of the street-friendly nature of the city. Ephrem 
and Maren together began to promote an active 
mobility culture in the country. Ephrem has an 
added interest in the health benefits of cycling. 

Today, the monthly cycle meet-up and bike ride 
enthusiasts attract a diverse group of individuals 
eager to participate, from families to couples, 
including Ethiopians and ex-pats.
 
Chewatacon, through the Ethiopian Games 
Association announces winners annually in 16 
categories. The Chewatacon Award Program aims 
to recognize people, processes, and products/
services that contribute greatly to the development 
of the Ethiopian Gaming Ecosystem. Chewatacon 
aims to celebrate Ethiopia’s gaming culture and 
explores dimensions of games and play in the local 
context and beyond.

Egre Menged is proud to have created the 
remarkable experience of Critical Mass Addis 
Ababa with partners, Anbesa Bike Ride Addis 
Ababa as well as other local bicycle groups.

Source: https://www.egremengedimpact.org/ and 
follow them on Facebook 
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OLYMPIC 
TORCH RELAY 
EXCITEMENT & 
ANTICIPATION 
IN ETHIOPIA 
Sebastien Cailleux began his journey in Ethiopia 
the goal of surpassing the four medals won at 
the last Games in Tokyo in 2020. The Ethiopian 
Olympic Committee (EOC) hopes that this Olympic 
year, Ethiopia will be in the best possible form 
ready for Paris 2024. The event will take place in 
the French capital and other cities in France. 

Aware of the importance of the Games, the 
EOC has embarked on a series of activities 
aimed at surpassing the gold, silver, and two 
bronze medals won three years ago at the 
Tokyo 2021 Games. Ethiopia has participated 
in the Olympic Games since Melbourne in 1956 
and has won a total of 58 medals (23 gold, 
12 silver, and 23 bronze) in long-distance and 
marathon running.

In terms of competition and using the Olympic 
year to promote their country’s sport, the EOC 
plans to participate in pre-Olympic activities in all 
regions and municipalities. The Olympic torch relay 
will generate funds, boost athletes’ morale, and 
gain unwavering community support, as well as 
display a fair and transparent selection process 
for athletes and coaches. 
The national Olympic torch relay began in Mekelle 
in January and has been completed in Semera 
city in the Afar region, with a symposium and 
different sports competitions. The Olympic torch 
relay will culminate in a spectacular closing 
ceremony in Addis Ababa on 15 July 2024, days 
before the start of the 33rd Olympic Games in 
Paris. The Oromia region received the Olympic 
torch passed from the Afar region as it continued 
its route to Addis Ababa.

Source:  https://www.fanabc.com/ and www.
insidethegames.biz 
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